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c . Shock waves
An energy source which was certainly abundant on the primitive
Earth is the electrical energy of lightning. Lightning is produced when
a poteY:tial differen;::e is built up betHeen the clouds and the ground or
between adjacent clouds. The potential difference is created by separation
of charges of water droplets and ice crystals in the clouds and possibly
also by the tra.'lsfer of ions formed near the ground into the clouds (20).
Regardless of the exact mechanism, updrafts are essential for charge separation and these in turn are caused by the sola~ .heating of the surface. In
most cases the humidity of the air is of great ~mportance as well as other
factors (20), all of \thich prevent us from determining the frequency of
thunderstorms on the primitive Earth • . Although there is reason to believe
that this frequency was larger on the primitive Earth, a conservative estimate will be the contemporary value of 100 lightning strokes each second
\
over the whole Earth (21).

In the familiar process of lightning ( ~igure 1), huge currents
{10,000 to 100,000 amperes) flow through a few ~-thick channel in the
atmosphere. This huge number of electrons which pollide with the gas
molecules cause dissociation excitation ionization, and an increase in
the kinetic energy of the particles. Typical temperatures of the~lasma
range from 10,000 to 30,000°K (20). The incandescent gas radiates both
i~ the visible and in the ultraviolet, thus releasing some of the energy.
Of the initial energy inpu~ of about 105 joules/m pnly a few percent are
converted to dissociation, excitation ionization, and radiation, while most
of it goes into the thunder shock-wave (22).
In the lightning channel, the ternperatur~ of the gas is raised
very rapidly a.:1d a huge pressure is built up. The hot, high-pressure gas
expands o~~wa.rd from the core and, in a very short time, forms at its
from~ a supersor.ic blast wave, i.e., a sharp wave front across which pressure, temper~ture and density rise discontinuously. The process is schematically ill us·~ rated in F'igure 2. This blast wave \vas termed (23)
thunder shock-,•ave.

I

The thunder shock-wave can be approximated \by the so-called cylindrical 'blast wave theory' (22, 24) for a single lightning stroke. The
'theory' is bAsPd. on the as!:U.~tion that most of th~ 1l.lghtning energy is
concentrated in an infinitesimally slender cylindrical column and is discharged instar1taneously into the gas. As the shock front pases into the
atmospheric ga~ it compresses and heats it, causing d~ssociation, excitation,
ionization and chemical reactions all of Which absorb lenergy and lower the
gas temperature behind tre shock (25). In order to cail.culate the actual
temperature, the time dependent behaviour of these prot esses should be taken
i!'lto aN·our.t, for which unfortunately there is not eno~h information at the
present. Alternatively, chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium are ass't.lln:!d
to exis·c at all times, although this assumption is not i'. ralid for short
periods (of the ordel' of 1 llS) immediately behind the shock front. The computed temperatures therefore are quite lower than the a~ tual ones. Using
an average energy input of 105 J/m into the gas and assuming an initial.
I
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The current views on the origin lot lite on Earth are discussed
briefly, With special emphasis on the chemical evolution of the Earth's
primitive atmosphere which was the openingl step
the origin cr life.
The various forms of shock-waves in the atmosphere, thunder, meteorite
shocks and explosive volcanic eruptions arJ shown to have been of major importance
the atmospheric evolution, becabse of their very high efficiency
blocks of in
life.
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l.

INI'RODUC'l'ION

a.

Some historical notes

The problem of man· s beginning has ir,trigued him since remotest
antiquity. Of more recen·c origifl - and of perhap~ gr.::a·ce>r fascination is the qu~stion of life on other worlds beyond the Earth. It is our immense
good fortune to live at the first moment of history Hhen these tantalizing
is:>ues can be a,;proa<.:hed viith some rigor and detail. It is certainly not
a mere coincidence that our understanding of the processes which led to the
emergen(.e of life on Earth has advanced so rapidly in the last decades along
with man's first ventures into space, wher~ the theory can be finally tested.
Historically, the question of how life originated received the
which 1~as contemporarily available 1Yithin the framework of theology,
philosophy and science. One of the earliest is the detailed description
of the reation in Genesis 1, in which God r.reated the world and its
inhabitants in pr~tty much the same order as suggested by modern science.
Similar views are also found in the ancient Su."nerian creation myths. At
a later age the question of the origin of life was trivial. Life was
arising ~1 the tine, at least for lower aLimals; not quite from nowhere,
but mice from the mud of the Nile, maggots from putrefied meat and lice
from sweat, as the most elemer.tary observation seemed to sh01~. The
spontaneo'.t:> origin of lo\\•er animals 1~as accepted without question by
ancient Greek philosophers and later by Aristotle (1), whose ideas dominated
the human ll'ind for almost two thousand years. Thus, major figures in the
history of thought such as Thales, Plato, Epicurus, l)emocritus, Cicero,
Plu•arch, St. Augustine, St. Thomas Aquinas, ftlexander Nec~ham, Cardinal
Damien, Para~elsus, Goethe, Copernicus, Galilee, Harvey, Francis Bacon,
Descartes, Hegel and Shelling, all ac~epted the spontaneous generation of
plants and lower animals as a fact and differed only in their theoretical
interpretation of the phenomenon (2). The idea of spontaneous generation
however, already started to erode during the Re:1aissa.r. ~ e , by experimenters
such as the Italian physiciar. Francesco R~di (_q) Hho, in 1665, demonstrated
that putrefied Il!P.at fails to generate maggots when ~· overed with a gauze.
About a decade aft~1 · Redi disproved the spontaneous gP.neration at the level
of the hous~ fly, a Dutchman, Antony van Leeuwenhoek, discovered microorgani.sms and thereby extended the debate on spontam:ous generation for
anothPr two <.:en'Cur ies. Experiments in which roir;roorganisms were "generated"
in virtually any sort of fermenting or decomposing water extract of plant or
animal material wer~ abuiJdar1t (2,4). It was not until 1861, two years after
the publication of Darwin's "The Origin of Species," that the theory of
spont<J.neous gPneration was finally a.isproved by Louis Pasteur. In a series
of exc~ptior. ally ludd experiments, which were desC":ribed in his "Memoir on
the Orga.11i:::ed Corpusc•les which exist in the Atmosph~;"re: A Study of the
Doctrin~ of Spontaneous Generation:! (5), Pasteur showed unequivocally that
in a sterilized solution ir. contact with sterilized air, even microorganisms
are not generated.
ans,~er

r

Thus, by the 1860's it was no longer possible to hold that conte~
porary organisms, no matter how simple, spontanP.ously arise from non-living
precursors. By this time Darwin had provided an intelle~tual framework in

1

....

\
\I

~~hich

the development of complex organisll'.S from simpler ones by natural
selection could be understood. Yet, the problem of the origin of the first
c~ganism remained.

b.

On

Pansp~~·mia

Ir. this intellectual climate, the Swedish chemist Svante Arrhenius
in 1907 propose1 the Panspermia hypothesis (6). Arrhjnius suggested that
terrestrial life did. not originate on Earth and imagined that simple living
forms may have drifted from HOl'.Ld to 1-1orld propelled b1~ the pressure of
radiation from the stars. Although this hypothesis cah not be totally
disproved, it faces very severe difficulties on account of the immense
distances between the stars: Geometrical considerations make it highl~
improbable that such a "bug," randomly travelling through space, will be
planted on Earth, unless our galaxy is densely populata~ ~~d the planete
eject considerable masses of these "bugs" into space (7 . A more severe
difficulty is posed by the destructively high dose of r diation which such
organisms en-uunter while journeying unshielded through space. If some sort
of shielding has to be provided against radiation damagi, the organism
becomes far too heavy to be ejected from the solar syste~ by the star's
radiation pressure (7). Another sort of planetary seeding, as proposed by
Thomas Gold of Cornell Unjversity {7), invokes accidePtal contamination of
direct seeding of the Earth by some advanced civili=atiort capable of space
travel. As Geld vividly describes it, the visitors havirlg a picnic on the
virgin planet, left their refuse behind and the microbial\ resident of the
primordial cookie crumb may be the ancestor of us all. While this garbage
theory of the origin of life on Earth understandably lackk appeal, it should
not be excluded altogether. However, it is difficult to sey much more about
such a possibility. The panspermia theory does not indeed change much the
nature of the problem, buc merely shifts the origin to and:ther locale. Since
there is only an extremely remote chance of it being valid
must finally
t::ome to grips \Vith the problem of an ir:di.genous origin of
on our own
planet.
c: • The rebirth of an inquiry

\

Pasteur • s work \4as foll01~eti. by a long period of e~erimental
pessimism, during Hhich many eminent scientists believed th t the ·._:aestion
of the crigi n nf life could. !10t be profitably stuollt:J. oy the scient:l.i'ic:
method. However, during the late njneteenth and early twentt eth centuries
a vast amount ')f detailed information about the chemistry oc:r .rrring in the
living cells has been accumulated {8). Namely, the identification of cell
constituents such as proteins, polysaccarides, nucleic at::ids and lipids, as
well as their building blocks, the amino acids, sugars, !?uri e and pyrimidine
bases, fatty acids ~~d nwmy others. Along with the .identifi ~ation of these
subs:o;ance:s, their roles in the complex and highly interlocking !'eaction
sequen~~s in thP. cell were gradually revealed. This progress in the understanding of the living cell on a molecular basis was accompan1ed by a fast
in<::rease in the understanding of the non-living world, thro\•gh chemistry,
physics, astronomy and geology. It became thus quite inevitaljr e that the
question of how life originated be reopened and examined agai~ in view of
"the newly acquired knowledge. The major driving force behind the rebirth
of the inquiry was naturally Darwin's evolutionary theory, of which the
origin of life was a logical axtension.
2
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Thus, in 1927, J.B.S. Haldane suggested (9)~ based on the common
initial steps of metabolic breakdcwn of sugar by anaerobic (not requiring
molecular oxygen) and aerobic crgan5.sms, of which the latter group are much
more advanced in utilizing the energy in the sugar, that the anaerobic organisms were the ancestors of the aerobic ones. He p~oposed therefore that
the early organisms were anaer.,b.!.c because the Earth' .> primitive atmosphere
lacked free oxygen and was probably reducing (hydrogen r 1.ch). Further,
based upon the many laboratory syntheses or organic molecules of biological
importance which were studies by then, Haldane felt tha~ their formation
upon the Earth in the preb5.ological era could have proceeded much more easily
i f the atmosphere were reducing. At the time his suggesticn was radical,
since it was not yet known that the universe is made up mostly of hydrogen.
A few years earlier, in 1924, the Russian biochemist A.I. Oparin
(10) had drawn the same conclusion from supposed abiogenic origin of petroleum. In 1929 it was found by spectroscopic studies ths.t t.:.e uni vers~ is
maQe up mostly of hydrogen and in 1934 methane and ammonia (the most reduced
forms of carbon anJ nitrogen) were found s~ctroscopically on Jupiter. Two
years later, Oparin published a book entitled 11 The Origin of Life 11 in which,
based upon this evidence, the reducing ml.:;l.ll"e of the Earth's primitive atmosphere was well established (10). Both 0parin and Haldane went further
artci 1uggested t;;at under these reducing conditions a large Yariety of organic molecules were formed on the primitive Earth which, after a large span
of tlm<., gave rise to the first living organism. This prediction, known
as the Haldane-0parin hypothesis, does not contradict Pasteur's conclusions
that life ~ar. not emerge on the Earth under the present conditions, since
in the presence of free molecular oxygen most of the organic molecules of
biological importance can n:; t be formed outside a living body.
2.

The primitive Earth and its Atmosphere

a.

A time scale for chemical evolution and the antiauity of terrestrial life

Before proceeding with a detailed description of the proces3es
which occurred on the primitive Earth, including the role played by shock
waves in the emergence of life, it is necessary to form a time scale for
the vari~us events. Absolute age determination of the Earth 1 s crust by
the method of rad1oactive dating (11) suggests that the crust had solidified about 4,5 billion years ago. Not surprisingly: the moon and various
· metecrites were found to have approximately the same age.
The antlquity vf" terrestrial life was determined by radioactive
dating of vartous precambrian rock formations and by searching them for
foss1ls of anc1ent crganisms (12 ) . vfuereas well defined microfossils are
abundant in relat1vely young rocks, having an age of about 1.9 billion
years, they are more scarce in the older rocks and resemble less the contemporary microorganisms. Nevertheless, i~ 3eems quite certain the microorganisms resembling rod-shaped bacteria existed already 3.1 billion years
ago (12). Confirmetion that these are fossils of living organisms can be
obtained also from a variety of organic molecules, found in these rocks,
which are distinr.tly associated with living organisms (13).

3

l

Around 1.4 billion years elapsed therefore between the formation
of the Earth's crust and the appearance of microorganisms similar to the
con·~emporary rod-shaped bacteria, which are far more advanced than the
first :primitive livi1.g system. Consequently, the chemical evolution which
led to the first living system must have occurred 1within less than one
billion years. This chemical evolution is the topic of the next chapters.

b.

\

Some properties of the planets

\

It is assumed that our solar system 1-1as ormed from a cloud of
gas aud dust similar to the ones which are so abundant in intersteller
space. This cloud, upon reaehing a certa:n densit started to contract,
either by gravitational forces or by weak chemical ~ttraction forces, to
form the central SU.'1 and the disk or solar nebula, from which the planets
were formed. Although the exact ~rechanism of the pkocess is still under
debate it is e.pparent that the solar nebula was alm~ st uniform, except for
minor char~es in the chenQcal composition as a function of the distance from
the sun. t~y is it then that the terrestrial planet~ Mercury, Venus, Earth
and t-1ars are so different from the Jovian planets JuPiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune, which are cons ... ituted mainly of hydrogen a."ld helium? The reason
for this difference lies ir. their masses a."ld proximity to the sun: The
outermost region of a planetary atmosphere, the exos~here, is the layer from
1-1hich gases escape from the planet into space, provide::l that their velocity
is large enough to enable them to overcome the planet\' s gravitational pull.
Since at any given temperature all the molecules have \ the same average kinetic energy, the lighter ones among them have a large velocity. Thus, at
a h1gh enough exospheric temperature, the lightest e11ments: hydrogen and
helium will be the first ones tu escape into space. Because the terrestrial
planets are closer to the sun their exospheric temper~tures (except for
Mercury ,.,.hich has no atmosphere left) are higher than f hose of the Jovian
planets. On the other hand, their l!'.asses and consequeJiltly their gravi tational pull are smaller. Therefore, hydrogen and helium are almost
1
completely absent from their atmospheres. Nercury is ~o close to the sun
that it has lost all of its atmosphere, w·hile Mars has a small enough mass
that enables even energetic oxygen and nitrogen atoms o escape. In
photographs of the Earth's upper atmosphere in short ultr~violet light,
even today one can see a huge cloud of hydrogen escaping into space. This
process eJo..-plains 1-1hy, Wllikt! Jupiter, th Earth's atmosphere has no free
hydrogen, al·~;-.ough both 1vere formed from the same hydrogen-rich solar nebula.
c.

The Earth 1 s primitive atmosphere

Table 1 (14) sho1.,rs the abundance of the elemen s in the Earth's
crust, the Sun's surface and the average for the univers~ . From this
Table it is clear that the Earth is not only deficient i rl hydrogen and
helium but also in carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and the noble gases argon, krypton and xe:1on. This implies than that not only hrdroge an1 helium escaped
from the Earth, but also all the other vol~tile materials, even those much
heavier than hydrogen. Whether this occurred after the formation of the
Earth, because cf a very large luminosity of the sun (7) br at a normal solar

\
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luminosity before the accertion of the Earth was completed, can not be currently
determined. Nevertheless, it is evident that the Earth was at some early
stage devoid of an atmosphere and acquired one by exhalation of trapped gases
from the interior. These gasP.s should have originally been completely reduced
as in the sola" nebule , or ~n Jupiter where the oxygen, nitrogen and carbon are
in the form of water, ammonia and methane respectively. But, since they were
exhaled from the interior of the Earth, their composition was strongly dependent upcn its temperature and composition. The currently ac~epted theolJ h01P ~
that the Earth was accerted from gas, dust and planetesimals of various si z,.
and was cold at the beginning. It warmed up gradually by contraction and
release of gravitational energy and by the release of energy through radioactive
decay. Eventually, in order for the iron to sink into the core and the lighter
elements to migrate upward, the Earth's interior should have become hot enough
(~ lOOocc) to melt the mantle. The gases which were exhaled while the Earth
was cold should have been completely reduced, i.e., methane, ammonia and water
vapour. It the exhalation continued when the interior became hot and molten,
tt~ 3ases should have gone through chemical reactions at high temperatures and
euerged at a different stete. Ammonia is not stable at elevated temperatures
a:1d decomposes to r.itrogen and hydrogen. Methane is pyrolyzed to ethane and
acetylene and to some larger species. It can be also oxidized by water vapour
to carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide with the liberation of hydrogen (15).
The oxidation however, can be slowed down if hot elemental iron is abundant,
as indeed it was before sinking into the core, since the iron is oxidized more
easily than hydrocarbons . Consequently, the composition of the gases emerging
from ~he interior changed gradually, along with the variation in temperature
and free iron content o~ the mantle. At the beginning they were mostly methane,
ammonia, water vapour and hydrogen. Later exhalation consisted of methane,
ethane, ethylene, acetylene and other hydrocarbons, nitrogen, water vapour and
hydrogen. While finally, when the elemental iron sank almost completely by
gravitation into the core and the mantle temperature was high, carbon monoxide
and carbon dioxide: nitrogen , water vapour, and hydrogen were exhaled. The
rate of exhalation at each temperature regime is not known and therefore we
do not know what fraction of the atmsopheric carbon was initially in the form of
hydrocarbonr. and what fraction was in the form of carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide. The same also holds for nitrogen and ammonia. But, since the formation of carbon oxides from methane and nitrogen from ammonia is accompanied by
the liberati0n cf hydrogen, these exhaled gases contained free molecular
hydrogen and the initial mixture ,.;as always reducing. This hydrogen escaped
through the exosphere and its residence time in the atmsophere can not be determined with certainty.
In addition to the changes in atmospheric composition by the varying conditions in the interior, major changes occured through various sources
of energy in the atmosphere. Eventually, the two processes altered the
composition of the atmosphere in the same manner, as will be seen later .
3.

Energy Sources on the Primitive Earth

a.

A time scale for

atmospher~c

evolution

Before dealing with the processes which caused the composition of
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the primitive atmosphere to change from reducing to oxidizing (containing
free oxygen), we should look for a geological indication of the transition
point. Such ind~cation indeed exists in the form of the minerals uranite-uo
2
and the sulphides of iron, zinc and lead, If these \minerals were exposed
during their deposition even to a minute concentradon of free ·~xygen, they
should have been transformed to other, more oxidize~ minerals. These reduced
minerals are all found in the South-African gold-ura~ium reefs which were
determined to be 1.8 to 2.5 billion years old (16). \ It can be concluded
then that the Earth's atmosphere contained no free oxygen until around 2 billion
years ago. The free oxygen in the contemporary atmosphere is definitely a
result of photosynthesis, with a small contribution ~rom dissociation of water
molecules by ultraviolet light in the upper atmospherp, which is accompanied
by the escape cf hydrogen. The appearance of free oxygen either by water
photodissociation or already by photosynthesis is howTver the final stage of
the atmsophere's evolution when, according to the fossil record, life was
already abundant on the Earth. It is the early stage lof atmospheric evolution
which is pertinent to the crigin of life. Unfortunatet y, there is no geological indication to the change in atmospheric compos~tion between hydrocarbons
\
and carbon dioxide.
Let us return then to t.he primitive atmosphe 1e and, based upon the
previous arguments, assume that 1~ consisted at the besinning mainly of
methane, ammonia and nitrogen, water vapo~and some hy~ogen sulphide and
follow the chemical changes which were caused in it by ~tmospheric reactions.
As water vapotrris even today the major constituent of vblcanic emanations,
large quantities of water were exhaled and soon liquid ater was accum~lated
in seas and oceans. Both ammonia and hydrogen sulphide are readily soluble in
water and only small concentrations of these compounds r emained in the atmos1
phere. The same low atffiospheric concentration should har e been maintained
also for carbon dioxide, if any was present already at this early stage. The
major atmospheric constitutents were then methane and ni regen. Since methane
is stable at the atmospheric temperature range, it requit\ed an input of
energy in order to change.
b.

Energy sources

The energy available from the various sources ol the primitive
Earth can be fairly well estimated from contemporary values, which are presented in Table 2 (17). The flux of solar radiation 4. 5 'tlillion years
ago was t:::>l.J.Inat.eu fl·on1 the course of the Sun 1s evolution, o be only about
60 percent of the current value (18). For the initiation ?f chemical changes
in the atmosphere only the short ultraviolet range in the solar spectrum
should be considered, as only photons at wavelengths short~r than ~ 2800 2
can be absorbed by some uf the atmospheric constituents, while most of them
absorb at much shorter wavelengths. The flux of cosmic rayf was probably
similar to the contemporary one, while radioactivity was 3 t o 4 times greater
than at the present because of the decay of the radioactive \elements during
4.5 billion years (19). The energy released by volcanic eruptions on the
primitive Earth is hard to estimate, since it is not known \if the geological
conditions then were more favourable or less so for this phe omenon.
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c. Shock waves
An energy source \~hich was certainly abundant on the primitive
Earth is the electrical energy of lightning. Lightning is produced when
a pote!:tial differen~e is built up betHeen the clouds and the ground or
between adjacent clouds. The potential difference is created by separation
of charges of water droplets and ice crystals in the clouds and possibly
also by the tra._'1sfer of ions formed near the ground into the clouds (20).
Regardless of the exact mechanism, updrafts are essential for charge separation and these in turn are caused by the solar heating of the surface. In
most cases the humidity of the air is of great importance as well as other
factors (20), all of \thich prevent us from determining the frequency of
thunderstorms on the primitive Earth • . Although there is reason to believe
that this frequency was larger on the primitive Earth, a conservative estimate will be the contemporary value of 100 lightning strokes each second
over the whole Earth (21).

In the familiar process of lightning (Figure 1), huge currents
(10,000 to 100,000 amperes) flow through a few mm-thick channel in the
atmosphere. This huge number of electrons \~hich collide with the gas
molecules cause dissociation excitation ionization, and an increase in
the kinetic energy of the particles. Typical temperatures of the •plasma
range from 10,000 to 30,000°K (20). The incandescent gas radiates both
i~ the visible and in the ultraviolet, thus releasing some of the energy.
Of the initial energy input of about 105 joules/m only a few percent are
converted to dissociation, excitation ionization, and radiation, whiil..e most
of it goes into the thunder shock-wave (22).
In the lightning channel, the temperature of the gas is raised
very rapidly a.'1d a huge pressure is built up. The hot, high-pressure gas
expands ot::~ward from the core and, in a very short time, forms at its
ft·omt. a st.-persor.ic blast wave, i.e., a sharp wave front across which pressure, temper11ture and density rise discontinuously. The process is schematically illustrated in Figure 2. This blast wave \~as termed (23)
thunder shock-\Vave.
The thunder shock-wave can be approximated by the so-called cylindrical 'blast wave theory' (22, 24) for a single lightning stroke. The
'theory' i ::; bA.~>Pt'l on the s.ssu."!lption tha.t ;nost of th~ lightning energy is
concen·crated in an infinitesimally slender cylindrical column and is discharged insta:r,taneously into the gas. As the shock front pases into the
atmospheric ga~ it compresses and heats it, causing dissociation, excitation,
ionization and chemical reactions all of w!lich absorb energy and lower the
gas temperatur·e behind tre shock (25). In order to calculate the actual
temperature, the time dependent behaviour of these processes should be taken
into a('cour.t, for which unfortunately there is not enough information at the
present. Alternatively, chemical and thermodynamic equilibrium are assuned
to exis·t. at all times, although this assumption is not valid for short
periods (of the order of 1 !lS) immediately behind the shock front. The computed temperatures therefore are quite lower than the actual ones. Using
a.r. average energy input of 105 J/m into the gas and assuming an initial.
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atmospheric pressure of one atmosphere and a composition of 72% methane,
25% ammonia and 3% water (by volume), the shock velocities and distances
from the core as a function of time shown in Figure 3A \were obtained l23).
Note that about 1 ~s after the lightning discharge the shock-wave is 2 em
from the core and has a velocity of 10 km/s; at 60 I.IS, '-the shock has moved
to about 15 em and has slowed down to about 1 km/s. Simultaneously, the
temperature of the gas compressed by the passage of the shock wave drops
by about 5000°K, immediately behind the shock (see dashed line, Figure 3B)
This rapid ~eceleration of the shock wave is the result of a constant
amount of energy being distributed into a fast growing mass of atmospheric
gas (as the square of the shock radius) and, also, into f hanging the chemical
composition of the compressed gas. The equilibrium temperature and composition right behind the shock wave in a reduced gas mi ture consisting
of methane, ammonia and water vapour are shown in Figure 4. Following the
high temperature, the hot compressed gas is cooled by expansion (23) at a
rate of between 0.5 and 5 x 10 70K/s as shown in Figure 3B. Thus, an
element of fluid 2 em away from the lightning column is ;;reversed by the
shock 1 IJS after the lightning discharge and the subseqadnt temperature
history is given by the solid line labelled ts = 1. Similarly, temperature
histories are shown for ~hose elements traversed by the shock after 2, 3
and 6 IJS. As will be shown later, this rapid heating to high temperatures
which is followed by rapid cooling is very efficient in altering the chemical
composition of the atmosphere.
\
·
Ar.other source of shock waves are meteroids whi~h travel through the
atmosphere at supersonic speeds - 11.3 to 70 km/s (26). wpile all incoming
bodies are called meteoroids, those that impact on the gro~nd are called meteorites. Figure 5 shows a schematic of a hypersonic flow aro nd such a meteoroid.
About 99 percent of the kinetic energy expended by the meteoroid is dissipQ~ed
through the shock-wave, by compressing and heating the gas \around it to temperatures of several tens of thousands of degrees. 'Similar t thunder shock-wave
heating, the gas entering the bow shock is heated very rap ~dly. The hot gas
then, flows mainly into and about the wake and is quenched ~t a slower rate
than behind a thunder shock-wave. As will be shown later, f he slower quenching
of the hot gas is disadvantageous for some of the chemical reactions which lead
to the formation of molecules of biological importance. Oc asionally, a large
meteorite with its very hot gases in the stagnation and bow shock regions hits
water and the various chemical species generated at the big~ temperature have
a chance to react with steam and water droplets (26). It i not clear however,
whether the quenching in this case is much faster.
An additional source of meteorite energy is the shock-wave generated
upon its impact with the ground. During the impact, its kinetic energy is
suddenly released explosively and a good part of the meteorite and the ground
where it strikes are evaporated. There are about 50 circula~ features on
Earth, ranging up to 56 km in diameter that were caused by meteoritic impact (25).
Obviously, ma4y more such markings were erased from the surface of the Earth
by weathering during the eons. Contrary to the Earth, both the Moon and Mars,
as well as Phobos and Deimos, the Martian moons, are very heayily cratered from
meteoritic impacts. Since most meteoroids originate in the a~troid belt located
between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter, roughly the same number of meteorites
should have been swept by t~rs, the moon and the Earth. Howe~er, since the moon
has no atmosphere, the meteorites reaching it were neither ab]ated nor slowed
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down while approaching the surface and a much larger number has reached its
surfaces. In addition, the lack of weathering has preserved these craters.
ThE: ablation and deceleration of meteorites in the rarified ~1artian atmosphere
were also considerably rmaller than in the case of the Earth. The craters
on the Moon and Mars attest •nerefore to the huge number of meteorites which
entered the Earth's atmosphere since its formation.
In calculating the energy input by ~eteoroids into the primitive
atmosphere, distinction should be made between meteorites and micrometeorites.
Above an altitutde of about 90 km, most micrometeorites and cometary meteors
have been either completely ablated or thermalized so the remnants float
down like a fine rain (27). The distribution function of incoming particles
is a power law strongly weighted towards the smaller particles. On the primitive Earth a larger flux, particularly of cometary debris may be expected,
since by now a large fraction of the interplanetary debris has been swept by
the Earth, which is estimated to lower their density around its orbit by
about a factor of 3 every~ 106 years (28). A conservative estimate of the
mass flux for the primitive Earth is 2 x lo-1 4 g/cm2s, with a~rival velocities
of some 35 km/s (29). The corresponding energy flux is therefore~ 0.1 cal/cm2yr.

I

Volcanic eruptions were mentioned earlier as a source of thermal
energy. Occasionally, a very large pressure of gases and water vapour is built
up inside the volcano before eruption. An explosion then takes place which
gives rise to shock-waves in the atmosphere. The eruption which resulted in
the explosive disappearance of two thirds of the island of Karakatoa in 1883
is estimated to have been equivalent to 5000 megatons of TNT (25), giving rise
to shock waves which were heard at a distance exceeding 4500 km. A more
recent explosive eruption occured in Iceland'~ Heimaey Island, fortunately without loss of life.

~

Yet another source of energy arises from cavitation in water, owing
to the action of ocean surface waves (30). Gas bubbles in the water collapse
by impact of the waves, and are heated by compression to hundreds or even
thousands of degrees. It is not clear however whether the heating is due to
imploding shock-waves or to simple adiabatic compression. The energy available in cavitation has not been evaluated but, because of the great abundance
of ocean surface waves, it is probably significant.

,..

ThP estimated energy sources on the primitive Earl-h lire sununarized
in Table 3.

l

4. The Chemical Evolution of the Primitive Atmosphere and the Versatility
of Biomonomers
a.

The formation of biornonomers and their precursors

When any of these energy forms, namely UV or ionizing radiation,
high-energy particles, thermal energy, electrical discharges or shock waves
are applied to a reduced gas mixture consisting of oarbon, nitrogen, oxygen
and hydrogen regardless of the exact composition, practically the same chemical
reactions occur (31, 32, 33). The outcome of these reactions are, among others,
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amines (R-NH2), imines (RCH=NH) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) of the carbon
nitrogen compounds and of the carbon oxygen compounds alcohols (RCH20H),
aldehydes (RCHO), organic acids (RCOOH), carbon monoxide ( CG) and carbon
dioxide (C02). Hydrocarbons like ethane (C2H6), ethylene (C2H4), acetylene
(C2H~) and other are also formed. The .various energy forms produce only
different relative concentrations of each of the products a.nd vary in the
energy efficiency. These products of the reactions in the primitive atmosphere react \vith each other to form the building blocks of life. Formaldehyde
(CH20) polymerizes to form sugars (CH20)n, hydrogen cyanide, ammonia and
aldehydes condense together to form amino acids (34) l the building blocks
of proteins; and hydrogen cyanide with ammonia condense to form some purines
and pyrimidines - the basic units of ATP, DNA, RNA.etc. A simple scheme
shmving the i terrelations between some biomonomers and their precursors
is presented in Figure 6. It is to be emphasized that these materials \vhich
are essential to any living system can be easily produ ed from any reduced
gas mixture containing carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen, utilizing
a large variety of energy sources.
\
b. Meteorites, comets, Jupiter and the intersteller molecules
It is indeed rather surprising, although pe=h~s it should not be
so, that these very compounds are abundant also outside f he earth. A
special class of meteorites, the carbon-rich carbonaceous chondrites, contain
a large variety of hydrocarbons, carbon-nitrogen compoun~s and even yield
upon hydrolysis some amino acids (35). As mentioned earlier the meteorites
originate from the asteroid belt between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter and
represent ancient chemical remnants from the solar nebulJ. Comets, which
again belong to our solar system and are believed to be i~es of various
condensable gases (36) reveal by spectroscopic studies thr species c1, c2 ,
C~, CO and CN, CH, NH3, NH2 and NH. Jupiter, which retained ~11 of its orig1nal hydrogen has in its atmosphere, aside from the original methane, ammonia
and water vapour, also ethane, acetylene (37), phosphine ~\38) ar.d carbon
monoxide (39). As will be shown later, both formaldehyde and hydrogen cyanide
c~ be expected there as well.
Upon leaving our solar sysitem and reaching
the vast interstellar medium, we also encounter a large variety of organic
compounds. To mention only a few: carbon monoxide, formaldehyde, acetaldeh~ e,
alcohols, ammonia, amines and imines, hydrogen cyanide, methyl acetylene~
diacetylene, cyanoacetylene, cyanodiacetylene etc., (40). These interstellar
molecules, which are being discovered at an amazingly fast rate, again attest
to the versatility and great abundance of the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen-hydrogen
compounds. They are indeed the very molecules which are robed in trn laborato~J from the reduceJ gas mixtures. But in the interstellat clouds they are
being formed at very low gas and dust densities and at very low temperatures.
Thus, meteorites, comets, the Jovian planets and lE interstellar
clouds are all teeming with a huge number of chemical species, many- of wl:Ll~
are essential to living organisms of are precursors of the essential compounds.
Moreover, all living organisms on Earth incorporate the very\ same chemical
building blocks and function biochemically in an extremely uniform way. This
rigid, uniform and nonvariable chemical system points unequivocally to the
roots of the origin of life on Earth and makes life elsewhere an essential
consequence. This realization of the amazing uniformity of the whole universe
is perhaps our contemporary way of understanding the first ch~pter in the book
of Genesis.
10

c.

'·

Shock wave production of biomonomers

The fact that compounds of biological importan(!e, biomonomars,
can be formed in a reducing atmosphere is not by itself sufficient for the
emergence of life. Unless these biomonomers could be formed in quantities
large enough co promote further chemical evolution and lead to life, they
ivould have remained dissolved as such in the oceans. ·rhe quantity produced
of each biomono~r during the period shortly after the formation of the
Earth can be estimated from the energy efficiency of each of the energy
sources '"hich 11ere then available. The energy efficiency of shock 3aves ig
producing aldehydes, hydrogen cyanide and amino acids is between 10 to 10
times larger than that of ultraviolet radiation (depending upon the UV
absorber in the mixture) and about 103 times larger than that of electrical
discharges (28). After the passage of a single shock through a reduced gas
mixture, about a quarter o~ the reactants ~re converted to amino acids.
This high energy efficiency of shock waves in converting the initial gases
to biomono~rs lies in the nature of the process. Namely, rapid heating
of the gases to temperatures between 1000 co 3000°K, at which they reside
for about a willisecond and the subsequent very rapid quenching of the hot
gases. During the period of high temperature, the initial hydrocarbons are
oxidized by Hater vapour into aldehydes (RCHO) and react with annnonia or
nitrogen to produce hydrogen cyanide (HCN). The aldehydes condense in the
gas phase with ammonia to form imines (RCH-NH), which add, again in the gas
.
't n "1 es fR((H-:::N}
. These upon hydr cphase: hydr ogen cyam."de, t o f orm rurunonl
l NH
2
lysis in solution yield amino acids {R~;COOH} (34). The aldehydes can also
condense by themselves in solution to form sugars; and hydrogen cyanide with
ammonia yield in solution some of the purine a~d pyrimidine bases.

Il

The fast chemical reactions which occur at the high temperatures
provided by the shock wave are responsible for the high-energy efficiency
of these processss. But, -:.he short duration of the high-temperature regime
and the rapid quenching are also essential, since if the gas is kept at the
high temperature for a longer time, the aldehydes are oxidized further to
carbon monoxide (CO) (15,34) which is of no value to the synthesis of amino
:1cids or :;ugars .

In order to evaluat~ the contribution of each source of energy to
production of biomonowers, the estimated amount of energy available has
to be multipli<:d by the experimentally found energy efficiency lvith wh5.ch
it produces biomonomP.rs. Upon doing so it becomes evident that shock waves
were among the larger if not the largest contributor to the conversion of
gases in the primitive atmosphere into biomonomers which, upon dissolution
in the primordial oceans, become available for further chemical evolution.
Based on the availability of thunder shock-waves on the pr~mitive Earth,
it viaS estimated (28) that during 109 years about ?'1 kgjc~ of organic
material could have been generated. In addition to the continuous effect
of thunder shock-waves, occasional large meteorites could have contributed
very large quanti ties or organic matter locaJly. A meteorite lOOm in
diameter travelling ~t a velocity of 11 km/s could have provided 105 tons
of organic matter (26) whi~h, upon colliding with a small sea, could have
raised the concentration in it to a very high level.
11
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d.

The rate of chemical evolution of the primitive atmosppere
\

By assuming that the frequency and energy of lightning strokes in
the primitive atmosphere were stmil.ar to the contemporary ones, it was
possible to calculate the rate in which the primitive atmo phere evolv<! ·~
from one composed rrainly of methane and nitrogen to one co~osed of carton
dioxide and nitrogen (15~. Figure 7 describes this process of atmospheric
evolution by the effect of thunder shock waves. It was as ~umed, after Rubey
(41), that most of the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen which ar~ currently
present in the Earth' s atmosphere, hydrosphere and buried spU.imentary rocks
was accumulated by outgassing from the interior over approximately 5 x 108
years, while only a small fraction of them could be generat~d by rock
weathering . When thunder at the current frequency and powet was applied to
the atmosphere of methane, nitrogen and water vapour using ' he experimentally
obtained (15) energy efficiency and kinetic data, the nature and rate of the
cherr~cal changes in the atmosphere could be calculated. It f s worth noting
in this figure that huge amounts of both aldehydes and hydrogen cyanide were
produced when the atmosphere evolved, giving rise to a large variety of
biomonomers, such as amino acids, sugars, purine and pyrimidfne bases etc.
The rate of chemical evolution of the primitive atmosphere was of course
larger, probably almost doubled, because of the additional effect of ultraviolet radiation from the sun (32, 42-44) and of lightning discharges (32,45),
which also increased the variety of the species produced.

5. Polymerization and Organization
a.

Polymerization of biomonomers

The next step in chemical evolution was the reactio~ s in the oceans,
which utilized the dissolved materials produced in the atmospnere. The 30
kg/emf of biomonomers which could accumulate during 109 years ~ s obviously
an overestimate since, as was seen earlier, a large fraction of the atmospheric
carbon was completely oxidized and ended up as carbon dioxide buried in carbonate
rocks (15). Further, even the amount of carbon which was converted into
biomonomers could not accumulate indefinitely in the oceans. A large fraction
of it was scavenged from the oceans by nonbiologically mediated chemical and
physi~'al prorP.ssP.s, snch as adsorption on sinking minerals, polymerization and
aggregation to humic type polymers, or by aggregation to particulate matter
through bubbling and sinking of this material to the ocean bottom (46). It
is therefore hard to estimate the concentration of the solutioJ of biomonomers
in the oceans at each time. Nevertheless, it is obvious that i order to
counteract the scavenging processes, a very large rate of produ tion of biomonomers was necessary in order to maintain a large concentratibn of them in
the oceans. This large rate of production is therefore the mai contribution
of shock waves to the process of chemical evolution.
Naturally, an increase in the degree of order had to ollow, which
could be achieved through polymerization of the various biomonomers into
ordered polymers. Amino acids condense to peptides and proteins\ either
thermally (47) or through the influence of clay minerals such as montmorilonite
(48). Sugars, themselves th~ condensation products of formaldehyde, could
condense further to p0lysaccharides under radiation (49). Simil~ly, radiation
promotes the condensation of nucleotides to polynucleotides (50)
Numerous
12
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other modes of condensation of these biomonomers are described in detail
elsewhere (32, 33).
b.

Some notes o::t

renJ.::.ca·~ion

Polymeri~ation is not sufficient for the emergence of life.
One of
the basic features of a living system is its replication. ·rhe only replication
me~hod k.nowfl on Earth is via DNA which can replicate itself and build proteins
according to a specific sequence of amino acids. This mechanism is rather
elaborate and was most likely perfected over ages of trial and error. Presently, it is not knmm '"hether this was basically the original replicating
system or a much simpler one existed, such as for insta!'lce the polymerization
of amino acids on clay minerals like montmorilonite (48). This very complicated and yet unsolved problem is hm1ever beyond the scope of this review·
But, once a self-replic~ting system has evolved, it could propagate without
interruption: having the whole organic "soup" in the oceans as its food
source. Indeed, one of the most challenging goals of exobiology is the discovery outside the Earth of a system in transition bet,.,reel'l a r.on-living and
a living (replicating) state. kt artist 1 s conception of the entire lifedevelopment processes described in the foregoing is beautifully illustrated
in Fig. 8.

6. On Extraterrestrial Life
At the time that this review is being writteL, Viking 1 is looking
for life on Mars. This is the best possible proof of the state wl.ich the
theory on the origin of life has reached. Not only has it allowed us to
understand the events which led to the appearance of life on Earth, but it
made it possible to esti~te 'nth some measure of certainty the chances of
finding life on o·C;her planets, based upon the conditions prevailing on them
and their past history.
Mer('tt:'y, beir,g very close to the sun is devoid of an atmosphere
and i::: irradiated. ,;o ii.'ltEonsely that life could not have evolved there.

l

t

Ve::-ni:;; pro-vicie::: a somewhat more hospitable e:rvironment. but still
quite hos·~TI.e by comparison with Earth. The pressure at the ground level
is al'ot<t lJO a-:m::s:fhSl'E.s 3-:.:d -:he highe:.t tert;;eHl.tu.n.;.; an! around. 7000!:. ·.me
atmosphere of Venus consists mainly of carbon dioxide, with some water vapour
a~d a haze of fine droplets of hydrated sulphuric acid - by no means a pleasant environme:r.t to live in. It is currently believed (51) that the atmospheres
of Earth a~d Ve~us evolved in a similar way from highly reduced to ones dominated by carbon dioxide. The difference between the two planets lies in their
proximity to the Sun. Venus is about 30 percent closer to the Sun than the
Earth. Its surface temperature was therefore always higher than the boiling
temperature of water and oceans could not be formed there. The vapour along
with hyJ.rocarbons and later carbon dioxide prod'Llced a strong greenhouse effect
which kept heating and surface. The atmospheric gases allow solar radiation
in the wavelength of the visible range to penetrate ru.d heat the ground (like
glass in a greenhouse). Most of the Sun's radiation is in the visible range,
because of its high surface temperature. The ground is heated to several tens
of degrees only and radiates therefore in the range of infrared wavelengths.

13

This radiation is ab.;or'ted by the gases in the atmosphere ar.d cannot escape thus heating the atmosphere and surface. Had it not been for this greenhouse effect, the surface temperature of the Earth would have been well below
freezing. The carbon dioxide and water vapour produce together a strong
gr eenhouse effect on Venus, raising the surface bemperature to its high level.
On the primitive Earth, where liquid water accumulated in the oceans, the
carbon dioxide was dissolved in the oceans and p ~ecipitated as calcium and
magnesium carbonates, forming the carbonate rock . It is estimated (51) that
the amount of carbon locked in carbonate rocks o5 Earth is comparable to the
amount of carbon as carbon dioxide in the a.tmosphr re of""Venus. The discussion above suggests that the Venusia~ atmosphere has evolved along a
path similar to the Earth's. The absence of liquid 1~ater on its surface might
h01~ever nave hindered further chemical evolution beyond the atmospheric
reactions. Nevertheless, some primitive forms of life are still pos~ible in
the water clouds of in the somewhat cooler poles (\52) . The large temperature
gradieut in the Venusian atmosphere promotes updra:rts whl.ch most likely
produce thunderstorms, whose magnitude is presentlv unkn01m.

II
I

I

1~as

Mars
the first planet in our solar st stem to be chosen for a
search for life, because it looked the most promising to harbour life as "e
kn01~ it.
Its thin atmosphere, although only at a pressure of about 7 thousandths of our 01m, consists of carbon dioxide - the carbon source of most
of Earth's living organisms, and some small amounts\ of carbon monoxide, water
vapour, oxygen and a trace of ozone (53). Upon pas age through the thin
atmosphere, the mass-spectrometer on board the Viking Lander detected 3%
of nitrogen, which is essential for life as we know it and also some 2% of
argon (54). Because of the crucial role played by iquid water in life
processes, the question whether there is water on the surface of Mars is of
prime importance. Each of the Martian polar caps r~cedes quite rapidly at
the beginning of summer, but a considerable area re~ains white all through
the summer. It is suggested that chis fraction of the cap is covered by
water ice, while the easily removed fraction is soli~ carbon dioxide. It is
also assumed that much water ice is locked beneath the surface all over the
planet in the form of permafrost, like in Antarctica (53). The trench left
by the Viking Lander' s arm after removing a soil sanmle strangely enough
resembles a tren~h in wet sand. \fuether this indicati es the presence of water
1 some time in Mars'
is still undetermined (54). An indication that during
past, liquid water was fJ owing over the surface is prbvided by the Mariner 9
~'11 Viking Or't>i ter pictures of the rlanet, i.n whi rh a 1 P SPPn 1ong anrl tiP. AI>
canyons and fully developed river valleys which are probably formed by fluid
erosion. The mechanism for warming up the planet and release of the frozen
water and carbon dioxide is still unkno1m. Possibly the changing angle
between Mars' axis of rotation and the plane of its o~bit around the sun provides every ~ 11,000 years conditions where neither o . the two poles is
cold enough to trap all the carbon dioxide and water vapour from the atmosphere. The released gases produce a large greenhouse effect, like the
carbon dioxide and water vapour in the Earth's atmosphkre,
which enhance the
I
.
warming up trend, thus releasing more of the frozen material. Another warming-up mechanism might be through very large, planet-~ide dust storms, which
increase th~ surface temperature. The Mariner 9 meas~ements indeed showed
an increase in temperature by several degrees during ttie major dust storm on
Mars (55).
\
Because of Mars' l01ver gr!.'vity, both oxygen and nitrogen can escape
through its exosphere (56), in addition to hydrogen, \~h~ch is the only escapable species from the Earth. From th~ argon content o the }mrtian atmosphere

l

:l

.l

]
'

1
]

'J

l

J

.

(argon not being able to escape ~furs), it can be calculated that
in its past a much denser atmosphere (54).
Thus, there is good r eason to
similar to those on the primitive Earth
there as ~~ell. Although conditions no1~
Earth standards, it is conceivable that
adapted to these conditions.

~Wrs

had

believe that Mars once had conditions
arJd possibly life could have originated
are co:1siderably harder for life by
life, once originated, Nould have

While this revie1~ is being ~~ritten, all three biology eXJ?erimeuts
on board the Viking Lander gave positive results with regard to the possible
existence of microorganisms in the ~~tian soil. A more definite conclusion
1Yill be reached after repeating the results and rur.rling several control
eXJ?eriments with sterili:ed Martian soil. Conclusive evidence for the
existence of life on l4ars will obviously be of invaluable importance to the
understanding of the processes which led to the mergence of life on Earth
and possibly elsewhere.

l

Jupiter's atmosphere (Figure 9) is still ir. its most reduced form.
It is therefore a good model for the Earth's primitive reducing atmosphere,
with one difference: There is about a 1000:1 ratio between the hydrogen
and the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. Despite the large excess of hydrogen,
the highly hydrogen deficient acetylene ~as detactea in the Jovian atmosphere
(37). This acetylene can be formed under the Jovian conditions only through
thrder shock waves (57), whose frequency or p01~er were estimated to be some
10 times larger than on Earth (57) . The carbon monoxide, which was also
recently discovered on Jupiter (39), probably can be formed only through
thunder shock waves (58) and supports the hypothesis of severe thunderstorms
in the Jovian atmosphere. These thunderstorms will be looked for in the
forthcoming mission to Jupiter (59) and are currently being investigated
through the eXJ?ected decametric radio noise (60). Based upon simulation
studies (57 ,58) these Jovian thunder shock waves are exp~cted also to
produce hydrogen cyanide and formaldehyde which can, lik~ on the primitive
Earth, give rise to biomonomers. vlhether living systems car:. evolve in the
Jovian water and ice cloud lay.:r ( 6J ) is questionable. The lower atmos'l?heric
layers are extremely hot and dense and lack liquid water. Jupiter has no
solid surface at al1. Bven if life iloP.l> not P. Xist thP.rP., finlline; hi.omonomers
and possible their condensation products in the Jovian atmosphere will be
invaluable in enlarging our knowledge about similar processes in the Earth's
primitive atmosphere. These findings however, have to await a Jupiter entry
probe carrying a mas3-spectrometer similar to the one on the Viking mission.
Saturn, Urnnus and Neptune are quite similar to Jupiter but,
becA.use of their distance from us are harder to study. Like Jupiter, Saturn
al~o has spots and bands, which again suggest thunderstorm activity and
interesting prebiotic chemistry. Very little is currently known about
Pluto, the outermost member of the solar system.
Titan, one of the Saturnian satellites is known to have an atmosphere, one component of which was identified as methane (62). Because of its
smallness its hydrogen content is probably low, making it quite similar to
the primitive Earth, and therefore worth studying with great care.
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7. Concluding remarks
The experimental and observational evidenc e, part of which 1~as
1
described here, ~uggests a wa~· by which life could Have
evolved on Earth.
The scheme disc~ssed here is ~ertainly incomplete and probably inaccurate
in many details. Nevertheless, it is believed that the general framework
of tha theory is correct.
Shock waves, having an energy efficiency several orders of magnitude
larger than those of the other energy sources in producing biomonomers, have
been no doubt a major driving force for chemical evolution.
Since the early stages of chemical evolutidn left no trace on the
Earth, the way to confirm this theory is through plan1etary exploration
where, hopefully, various stages of chemical and biolbgical evolution might
be studied. In the forthcoming years or even weeks, herefore, we can expect
or at least hope that some of the clues to our origin on this planet will be
found elsewhere in space.
Note added in proof:
While this re,riew was being written, positive results were obtained
from the three life detection experiments on the Vikin~ landers. It was
hoped that by the time the review was published, conclusive evide~ce as to
the existence of living organisms on Nars would be fouhd. However, further
experiments did not clarify the matter and additional experiments bo~h on
Mars and on Earth are required in order to decide \~hetlier the results
indicate some life form or merely special Martian soil \chemistry. Fine
accounts of the Viking results can be found in an article by W. D. Metz
(Science, 194, 819, 1976) and in the two Science issues of August 27 and
Octoberl, 1976.
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Table 2:

Free energy sources on the contemporary Earth (after 17).

Source

Energy
2
Calories/cm ~rr

Total radiation from the sun-ll·

260,000

Solar ultraviolet light
A < 2500

R

570

A < 2000

85

A < 1500

Electric discharges

3.5
4

Cosmic rays

0.0015

Radioactivity (to 1 km depth)

0.8

Volcanoes

0.13

*Out of the total radiation from the sun, only the photJ s of the ultraviolet

light are energetic enough to have caused changes in the chemical constitution
of the primitive atmosphere.
. •t J.Ve
• Earth
Estimated energy sources on th e p \ J.mJ.

Table 3:

Source
Solar ultraviolet radiation at the
top of the atmosphere (31)
A <.
A<
A<
A<

2900
2600
2400
2000

\

14
2
1 .. 1014 photon::; / em s
4 X 1013
9 X 10
2 X 1013

R

2

Cosmic rays

0.0015 cal/ cm yr

Radioactivity

2.6

Volcanoes

0.13

Lightning

4

Thunder shock waves

2

Meteorite shock waves

o....

Explosive volcanic eruptions
and cavitation

?
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AN ARTIST'S VIEH OF THE PROCESS OF CHEMICAL EVOLUTION (COURTESY:

@ NATIONAL GEOORAPHIC SOCIETY)
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FIG. 9

A VIEW OF JUPITER WHERE PRINITIVE CLUES 'rO THE ORIGINS OF LIFE l·1AY BE FOUND.
JUPITER'S RED SPOT AND A SHADOW OF THE !·lOON PLUS JUPITER'S CLOUD STRUCTURE
CAN BE SEEN. THE PHOTOGRAPH viAS TAKEN AT l.l. 02 P .l-1. ON DECEl.ffiER l. , 1973, AS
NASA'S PlONEJm 10 SPACECRAFT \vAS ABOtJr 2,500,00b K14 FROM THE SURFACE.
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